The suggested approach, FMAA (Fuzzy Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis), assimilates uncertainties/ imprecisions of objective values and subjective judgments within the discrete Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). The presented algorithm for FMAA implementation utilizes fuzzy criterion values and fuzzy weight coefficients based on the use of fuzzy numbers, integral measure to assess the difference of fuzzy numbers, and determination of the fuzzy measure of "a Fuzzy Rank Statement", which is based on pairwise comparison of alternatives in an integrated scale. Implementation of FMAA based on one of the MCDA methods (MAVT) is discussed.
Introduction
The practice of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) faces with uncertainties/imprecisions of objective and subjective values of criteria and preference judgments. For analysis of various uncertainty types, including inaccuracy, randomness and imprecision, different multicriteria approaches and methods have been used [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Within this paper, the discrete multicriteria analysis, MADM (Multi-Attribute Decision Making) is considered in which the finite set of explicitly given alternatives is analyzed; MODM (Multi-Objective Decision Making), where large or infinite number of implicitly given alternatives is examined, is not discussed here.
So far, most classical MADM methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , including MAVT/MAUT ((Multi-Attribute Value/Utility Theory), AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process), TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to the Ideal Solution), ELECTRE (ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la REalité), and PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization METHod for Enrichment Evaluations) have been extended with fuzzy modifications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , including implementation of indicated methods with the use of novel fuzzy sets, such as intuitionistic, Pythagorean, and hesitant fuzzy sets [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] as well as methods with fuzzy linguistic information for decision analysis [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . This paper introduces a new method for Fuzzy Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis, FMAA. Acceptability analysis in this case means that the choice of alternative(s) and their ranking is based on the measure to be accepted. FMAA assimilates both fuzzy criterion values and fuzzy weight coefficients. The suggested algorithms for FMAA is based on forming the Fuzzy Rank Statements (FRSs) and determination of Fuzzy Rank Acceptability Indices (FRAIs) on the basis of a pairwise comparison of alternatives using a novel integral/area measure.
Assessment of FRAIs is associated with comparison and subsequent ranking fuzzy numbers.
Comparison of fuzzy numbers is one of the key problems of fuzzy sets [28] . There are more than 30 methods for comparing and ranking fuzzy numbers. Some of them, including surveys, classification of ranking procedures, using combined probability-based methods as well as implementation of fuzzy ranking for different topical problems, including decisionmaking, are discussed in [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Here further details about the propeties of ranking fuzzy numbers based on FRAIs conception are not presented (this is the subject for a sepaprate work). We consider FRAIs implementation within FMAA for solving multicriteria/MADM problems.
FMAA may be considered as a fuzzy modification of the ProMAA (Probabilistic MAA) method [34, 35] , developed as a probabilistic approach to implementation of MAA (Multi-Criteria Acceptability Analysis). ProMAA is close to the SMAA (Stochastic MAA) method [36, 37] in the use of the acceptability principle. But, they differ conceptually in the probabilistic approach to interpretation of weights and criterion values in ProMAA with proximate numerical assessments of corresponding analytical expressions for RAIs (Rank Acceptability Indices), against the stochastic implementation in SMAA with the use of Monte Carlo simulations, where for each simulation of weight coefficients (with the sum equals 1) and criterion values, a given classical MADM model (e.g., MAVT, [36, 37] In section 2, we present the basic algorithm of FRAA (Fuzzy Rank Acceptability Analysis). Implementation of FRAA for fuzzy extension of MAVT is briefly considered in section 3 along with the example of using FMAA within a case study on multicriteria location problem.
Algorithm of Fuzzy Rank Acceptability Analysis (FRAA)
Fuzzy number Z [38] is considered here as a convex normal and restricted fuzzy set in with a continuous membership function
For fuzzy number Z, a measure of membership of Z to the set of nonnegative fuzzy numbers, 0  , may be defined with the use of its membership function
; (1) we assume, с 1 <с 2 ; for any singleton z the measure of membership to 0  equals 1 for z0 and 0 for z<0. (The defined in (1) "measure of positivity" for fuzzy number Z can also be derived with the use of its α-cuts.)
For fuzzy numbers Z 1 and Z 2 , consider Z 12 =Z 1 -Z 2 , Z 21 =Z 2 -Z 1 . We define, Z 1 exceeds Z 2 with the measure µ 12 :
Let us consider a Fuzzy Rank Statement (FRS), S ik , for a given set of fuzzy numbers Z={η i , i=1,…,n}:
S ik ={ η i has the rank k}, i,k=1,…,n (i.e., k-1 fuzzy numbers from the set Z can be considered as exceeding η i in the sense of a chosen measure). FRS S ik can be preented as follows:
FRAIs are defined as µ(i,k) = µ{S ik }, and may be interpreted as a degree of confidence that alternative a i has the rank k. FRAIs can be calculated as follows based on fuzzy logic: 
Determined in (3) FRAIs can be used, e.g., for the choice of the biggest fuzzy number from the set of n fuzzy numbers Z, choosing number i which maximizes µ(i,1), etc. (details and properties of the introduced measure for comparison of fuzzy numbers and subsequent ranking are not considered in this paper and are a subject for a separate paper).
Thus, FRAA is based on implementation of FRAIs for selecting the "best" fuzzy number(s) and their ranking.
Implementation of FMAA
Fuzzy Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis, FMAA, is presented below (as an example of implementation) for a fuzzy extension of one of the classical MADM methods, MAVT, with subsequent implementation of FRAA.
The following additive MAVT model is considered:
where a j is the criterion value for the alternative a for criterion j, V j (x) is a partial value function, w j is a criterion weight (reflecting a scaling factor), j=1,…,m, V(a) is interpreted as an integral/entire value of the alternative a [1] [2] [3] . FMAVT (Fuzzy MAVT) is an extension of additive MAVT with a possibility to use fuzzy criterion values and fuzzy weights presented by fuzzy numbers.
Within FMAA, criterion values a ij =Z j (a i ) and weights w j are considered as fuzzy numbers, i=1,…,n, j=1,…,m, and overall (fuzzy) integrated value V(a i ) is determined according to (4) based on implementation of functions of fuzzy numbers [38] (setting fuzzy weights within FMAVT is considered below).
Let  i =V(a i ) be the entire fuzzy value (4) of the alternative a i , and  ij =  i - j , i,j=1,…,n. According to (3), the measure µ(i,k)=µ{S ik } of the FRS S ik ={alternative i has the rank k}, i,k=1,…,n, is determined.
Using matrix ( , ) ( )
experts/ Decision-Makers can make a choice of the "most acceptable" alternative (which maximizes
µ(i,1)), or ranking alternatives, if appropriate (maximizing µ(i,k) for the rank k).
The recommended approach for assigning fuzzy weights w j in FMAVT is a modification of the swing weighting process for MAVT [1] [2] [3] and can be briefly presented as follows: -Weight coefficient w 1 =1 is assigned for the most highly weighted criterion (let us denote this criterion as C 1 ), taking into account evaluation of increase in overall value as a result of swing from worst to best for each criterion (taking into account the min c 1,i and max c 2,i , see definition of fuzzy numbers in section 2, for each criterion among all alternatives i=1,…,n); -The variation interval for weight coefficient w 2 , 22 [ , ]
min max ww , 22 01 min max ww    , is assigned for the second ranked criterion (we denote it as C 2 ) based on evaluation of a range for relative value of a swing from worst to best for this criterion in comparison with the corresponding value of swing for the most highly weighted criterion. FMAA on the basis of FMAVT method (2)- (4), FMAVT-FMAA, was implemented in the Decision Support System (DSS) DecernsMCDA [39] .
The version of FMAVT-FMAA, implemented in DecernsMCDA, is based on transformation method Implementation of DecernsMCDA for risk management problems have been considered in [41, 42] . To demonstrate the implementation of FMAVT-FMAA, we present here only some its outputs within a multicriteria housing development problem [41] ; the use of different MCDA methods, including FMAVT-FMAA, for analysis of this problem with subsequent comparison of the output results, has been considered in details in [39] .
Within this multicriteria problem, 5 criteria and 5 alternatives are analyzed on the step of the multicriteria decision process. For assessing criteria, GIS-functions from DecernsSDSS tools [39, 41] were used (for 3 distance-based criteria) along with expert and economic evaluation (for 2 criteria) [41] . Eight MADM methods, incorporated in Decerns, including FMAA (FMAVT-FMAA), were used to select the "best" alternative. Fuzzy criterion values and weight coefficients (see Fig.2 ) as well as partial value functions were discussed with experts. The calculated FRAIs for this multicriteria problem are presented in Fig.3 . The results of ranking alternatives according to different MCDA methods [39] are presented in Table 1 . Even though, different MCDA methods may give different results in ranking alternative (e.g., see the results for MAVT and TOPSIS, Table 1 ), but for "relatively robust situation" corresponding results for choice and ranking multicriteria problems are identical or "relatively close", as we have in Table 1 . FMAA-based ranking for this multicriteria problem is in agreement with the results for other MCDA methods. This (along with such analyses for other multicriteria problem) may serve as a confirmation of FMAA conception (implemented in FMAVT-FMAA method).
Conclusions
In this paper, an original and novel method, FMAA (Fuzzy Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis), is presented. FMAA is based on FRAIs (Fuzzy Rank Acceptability Indices) for assessment of the fuzzy measure of ranks for all the alternatives under consideration. Implementation of FMAA for a fuzzy extension of MAVT, FMAVT-FMAA, is described. This method has been implemented in the Decision Support System DecernsMCDA [39] and allows treating uncertainty of criterion values and weight coefficients based on the use of fuzzy numbers.
The method for assessing FRAIs based on FRSs (Fuzzy Rank Statements) (2), (3) seems, at first sight, as a complicated one. However, in fact, this method is well consistent with human intuition and has easy interpretation.
Realization of FMAVT-FMAA uses numerical methods for assessing area measures, transformation method for determining functions of fuzzy variables, and original algorithm for effective and fast calculation of FRAIs following fuzzy logic and based on binary coding. 
